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26,474 lane-miles of freeways
27.2 million licensed drivers

29.8 million cars & trucks
38.8 million residents

=
340 billion VMT per year

(VMT = vehicle miles traveled)
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Sustainability concerns

Pollution

Resiliency

Congestion

EquitySprawl

Safety Stress

Wildlife



California’s goals for reducing GHGs

AB 32 of 2006: 80% reduction of GHG from 1990 levels by 2050
SB 32 of 2016:  40% below 1990 by 2030 
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California’s goals for zero-emission 
vehicles

Advanced Clean 
Cars II Rule 

100% of new cars 
and light trucks 
sold in California 
will be zero-
emission vehicles 
by 2035



California’s goals for reducing VMT
Targets for per capita GHG emissions reduction from cars and trucks 
for metropolitan areas, by reducing vehicle-miles-traveled (VMT)

2020 2035

Sacramento -7% -19%

Bay Area -10% -19%

LA region -8% -19%

San Diego -15% -19%
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Regional Transportation Plan + 
Sustainable Communities Strategy



More California freeways to come

https://dot.ca.gov/caltrans-near-me/district-3/d3-projects/d3-yolo-80-corridor-
improvement
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Why is California widening freeways 
at the same time that it is trying to 

reduce driving?



TxDOT’s I-35 Expansion Plan
$4.9 billion to widen I-35

Austin’s 
Project 
Connect
$7 billion to 
expand and 
improve transit

An interesting transportation moment!



My thesis about this moment

• The ideas embraced by the 
transportation profession at any 
moment in time shape the 
transportation system in 
fundamental ways.
• The ideas that have traditionally 

dominated the profession over the 
last century are shifting toward a 
new way of thinking that will lead 
to a different kind of transportation 
system.



Policies,
Decisions

Practices,
Tools, 

Guidelines

Professional 
Thinking
= Σ Ideas

Professional thinking shapes the system

Transportation
System

To change the system we have to 
change our thinking



The transportation profession
The employees of federal, state, regional, and local agencies who hold responsibility for planning, 
building, operating, and maintaining the transportation system, along with the consultants they 
often hire and the professional associations to which they belong. Plus academics!



Ideas at the core of the transport 
profession

Freedom Cars give us freedom

Speed Faster is better

Mobility Congestion needs solving

Vehicles Streets are for cars

Capacity We need more of it

Hierarchy Design to match function

Separation Modes should not mix

Control Drivers need rules

Technology Segways solve everything

= Making it easier to drive



Traditional ideas embedded in 
transport practice



Alternatives to the traditional ideas

But do they really? Justice
But slow can be good Slow
But not with access Accessibility
And for people People
Or maybe not Demand
And networks that link Connectivity
Except when they should Integration
But not always Chaos
Depending on us Agency

Freedom Cars give us freedom

Speed Faster is better

Mobility Congestion needs solving

Vehicles Streets are for cars

Capacity We need more of it

Hierarchy Design to match function

Separation Modes should not mix

Control Drivers need rules

Technology Segways solve everything

= Making it easier and 
safer to NOT drive



Capacity
Provide enough lanes 
to accommodate 
demand.



“Predict and Provide”



Induced Travel

“A newly opened… or 
widened street 
immediately becomes 
glutted by the access of 
cars that hitherto have 
reposed more in their 
garages than they have 
utilized the streets.”
– Los Angeles official, 1920s



Induced Travel
“A capacity 
expansion of 
10% is likely to 
increase 
vehicle-miles-
travelled by 
3% to 6% in 
the short-run 
and 6% to 
10% in the 
long-run.” 



UC Davis’ Induced Travel Calculator
https://travelcalculator.ncst.ucdavis.edu/

https://travelcalculator.ncst.ucdavis.edu/


“A decades-old plan to 
widen one of America’s 
busiest cargo corridors was 
scrapped Thursday, as 
transportation officials 
acknowledged they must 
find a new way to lessen 
traffic without adding lanes.”

Rethinking freeways



“Freeway removal 
supporters say the streets 
can handle the change, 
which would open several 
blocks for commercial 
development – and tear 
down a barrier between 
downtown, the lakefront, 
and the Historic Third Ward.”

Rethinking freeways



“It could soon be more 
expensive to drive through 
Manhattan’s most densely 
packed streets, as a tolling 
program that aims to 
reduce traffic in New York 
City crossed a major 
hurdle this month.”

Manage demand instead



Vehicles
Maximize vehicle 
throughput.
Accommodate cars.



Bigger vehicles

-20% 0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Land Rover Range…

Porsche 911 Coupe

BMW 3 Series

Ford Fiesta

Ford Mustang

Volkswagen Golf

Mini Cooper

Fiat 500

Change in Weight  Since Original 
Model 

Source: Zuto



Consumption of space



Reallocation of space

A road diet!



Pandemic streets



Economic benefits
Narrowing the right-of-way from 
55 to 16 feet would save home 
buyers $100,000 from reduced 
land consumption (Millard-Ball, 2021)

Business activity goes up when 
bike lanes are installed, even 
when parking is removed (Clifton, 
et al. 2012)



Rethinking parking

Fun fact:  parking spaces outnumber cars 3.3 to 1 in LA
Another fun fact:  14% of land in LA County is parking!



Mobility
The goal is movement.
Congestion is bad.



Costs of congestion

• Commuter stress
• Reduced worker productivity
• Lost economic activity
• And so on

“Eventually, we’re talking billions of 
wasted hours, and the cost of delay 
at that scale is just enormous.” 

– David Shrank, TTI researcher



Level of Service

LOS = 
f(volume/
capacity)



Accessibility as the goal

“Transportation – I blush to utter a 
truism now so frequently ignored – is 
a means and not an end.” 
– Lewis Mumford in The New Yorker, 1955

“What’s transportation for?…  The 
purpose of transportation is to bring 
people or goods to places where 
they are needed...”
– Lewis Mumford, The Highway and the City, 1958



15-minute city, et al.



Accessibility measures

https://www.trb.org/Publications/Blurbs/182849.aspx



VMT in place of LOS

Updated guidelines 
for the California 
Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA) 
that focus 
evaluation of 
transportation 
impacts on VMT 
rather than LOS
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Speed
The thrill of speed.
Speed as efficiency.
Minimize travel time.



What speed means for pedestrians



Speed limits
The 85th Percentile Rule:  Set the speed 
limit at the speed at which 85% of the 
drivers are going that speed or less.

How fast drivers 
are driving

How fast drivers 
are allowed to 
drive

How fast we 
want drivers to 
drive

How fast drivers 
are allowed to 
drive



Design speed
“…every effort should be made to 
use as high a design speed as 
practical to attain a desired 
degree of safety.” 

Straight roads
Wide lanes
Clear zones

Lower risk of 
crashing

Faster 
speeds



Traffic calming

Speed 
bump

Raised 
crosswalk

Vertical deflection
Traffic 
circle

Chicanes

Horizontal deflection
Bulb-
outs

Neck-
down

Horizontal narrowing



Slow is good



Freedom
The freedom of the 
open road.
Car = ability to go 
where and when we 
want



When the car ≠ freedom

0%
5%

10%
15%
20%
25%
30%

American
households

without a car

Households with
incomes under
$25K without a

car

https://news.aaa-calif.com/news/driving-costs-hit-six-year-low-aaa-finds

43 weeks of work to pay for the average new car!



Walking or biking while black or brown

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Solicited while on roadway or pavement
Didn't obey railroad traffic control device

Didn't yield (tunnel/overhead walk provided)
On limited access facility or connecting ramp

Walked into path of vehicle suddently
Didn't cross in crosswalk with green turn arrow

Didn't yield to traffic
Obstructed flow of traffic

Didn't cross in crosswalk
Didn't obey traffic control device

Entered roadway against red light
Crossed roadway facing red light

In roadway or left shoulder (no sidewalks)
Didn't cross road with shortest route

Cross intersection diagonally
In roadway (sidewalks provided)

Black Non-Black

Citations in 
Jacksonville, 
Florida, 
where Black 
residents are 
30% of the 
population



Riding transit while female

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Some form
of

harassment

Verbal
harassment

Sexual
touching

Following Flashing Forced
sexual act

Percent of Women Experiencing 
Harassment on Transit



Transportation 
equity

Transportation 
justice

Mobility 
justice

Source: Untokening Collective



Technology
It will solve all our 
problems.
We can have our cake 
and eat it, too.



Autonomous vehicles?

Safety? More driving?



Going Driverless

Future Mobility?



Shifting Ideas in the Profession
Justice
Slow
Accessibility
People
Demand
Connectivity
Integration
Chaos
Agency

Freedom
Speed
Mobility
Vehicles
Capacity
Hierarchy
Separation
Control
Technology



Paradigm shift in US transport planning?

The Old Way:            
Make it easier to drive

The New Way:        
Make is easier to NOT drive



Acceptance levels unscientific version
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Traditional Alternative

??



Highway 101 Marin-Sonoma NarrowsMarin and Sonoma’s SMART Train

The “throw everything at it” mentality



Can  we free people from 
their cars?

Do we need to 
get there so 

fast?

Aren’t there better 
ways to use our 
street space?

Flying cars? Really?



Let me know 
what you think!
slhandy@ucdavis.edu
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